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SATRAP

MEP.SATRAP@GMAIL.COM
Hello Brothers,
With autumn fast approaching and our summer
nearly behind us, I invite each of you to reflect on what
you’ve done and where your Kappa Psi journey has taken
you since the last time you came to a Province Assembly. As
I write this, the act of looking back restoked that Kappa Psi
“fire” I know we all carry, and I hope that it does the same
for you! The remainder of this year is an opportunity to be
involved in your chapters, perhaps to join a Graduate
Chapter, or even to hold a joint event with your Brothers across Mountain bEast!
As Satrap, I’ve always dreamed of a collaborative, interconnected Province – where Brothers share
their commonality more than twice or thrice a year. So many of our Collegiates understandably see the
Fraternity through the lens of their school and chapter without having the broader perspective of how other
chapters live. Our officers want to bring Mountain East closer together, and they’ve partnered with our
chapters to innovate with a shared events calendar, and a revamped email listserv that reaches every
Brother on our chapter’s rosters. I hope that we can each do our part to build a stronger community in our
Province. Over 50 of our Brothers gathered in D.C. for our 59th Grand Council Convention (GCC); please talk
to them and you’ll hear firsthand of the fellowship and camaraderie whenever Brothers connect.
Since we last met this spring in Pittsburgh, I’ve been honored to attend the initiation at Delta Xi, a
pledge event and Big-Little reveals at Delta Kappa, and of course Sigma’s long-standing Spelling Bee and
Wing-A-Thon events. Most recently, we held an “O’s and Bros” event at a Baltimore Orioles game. I’m so
proud to say that we had Brothers from eight chapters in attendance!! Bringing together Sigma, Delta Kappa,
Delta Xi, Epsilon Nu, D.C. Grad, Maryland Grad, Maryland Eastern Shore Grad, and our newest chapter
Northern Virginia Grad was a strong start towards holding more chapter events jointly. Perhaps a Mountain
East Ravens-Steelers rivalry game is in the cards – let me know if you’re interested!
On a personal note, I’m pleased to say I completed my Pharm.D. at Maryland and am newly licensed!
That moment paralleled this spring, when I was asked to serve as a Grand Council Deputy (GCD) for Sigma
chapter. Sigma sparked my love for Kappa Psi, and it’s meant the world to be entrusted with guiding the
chapter as needed. I am immensely proud of all that they have done to make our Province Assembly a reality,
and I hope you can join us as their plans come to fruition. The Province Assembly is in Baltimore on October
11th and 12th. I can’t wait to see you all soon!
Proud to be your Brother,

Parker Downing
Mountain East Province Satrap
P.S. This newsletter update from our officers is only possible through the hard work of the Newsletter
Committee and chair Brother Kim Dao of Beta Kappa – thank you!
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VICE SATRAP
MEP.VICESATRAP@GMAIL.COM
Greetings Brothers!
I am excited to announce that registration for Fall
Province is officially open for our assembly October 11th12th! The Brothers of Sigma are hard at work preparing a
wonderful weekend of bonding in Baltimore, including an
Edgar Allen Poe-themed banquet and graveyard tours - the
perfect way to celebrate the Halloween season. Check out
their website for more details and to register.
Other than working on Province Planning for Fall
Province in Baltimore and Spring Province in Morgantown, I
have updated our Province Planning Guide and Officer Responsibility Guide, as well as helped to establish a
new scholarship for GCC attendees. I have had a productive summer working with the executive board, and
even attended a wedding for a Kappa Psi Brother in Minnesota! Other exciting news for the summer is that
I finally picked out my wedding dress for my marriage to my Kappa Psi Big next fall. An upcoming project now
that we are getting back into the school year will be organizing MEP week, so be on the lookout for updates!
It has been an absolute pleasure serving as your Vice Satrap this past year. Words cannot express
how grateful I am to have this opportunity and to give back to the organization that has given me so much. I
have met so many wonderful Brothers and I can't wait to see you all in Baltimore!
Fraternally,
Megan N Dunlop
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SECRETARY
MEP.SECRETARY@GMAIL.COM
Hello, Mountain East Province!
Since my election as Province Secretary this past
fall, I have had the incredible opportunity to work with my
fellow Mountain East Province executive board to help
further the mission of Kappa Psi on a regional level.
Throughout my term, I have made efforts to improve the
lines of communication within the Province, specifically
with the update of our Province Listserv. The Listserv has
and will continue to serve as a means of communicating
updates and events to help keep our Brothers more
informed about the goings-on of the Province, as well as promotion of international initiatives of the Fraternity
as a whole. Being sure to update the Listserv with new Brothers every year is imperative to the growth of the
Fraternity and to foster participation and interest in our events. They say you need at least three modes of
communication before a notice or change becomes memorable to you, and we as a Province executive board
are aiming to get your attention through different modes of communication and multiple reminders!
After the update of our Listserv, I have focused my efforts on utilizing our improved mode of
communication to help increase inter-chapter involvement. We hope to soon roll out a calendar of chapter
events to better promote inter-chapter participation; if your chapter is made aware of events ahead of time,
it could be a great opportunity to organize a trip to meet other Brothers in addition to a province meeting!
Additionally, as part of our responsibility on Province e-board, we have continued the chapter liaison
program. I am incredibly fortunate to have been paired with Epsilon Omicron of D’Youville University,
especially as my good friend and Brother Tracy Nasr served as Regent for the majority of my time as
Secretary! It has been a wonderful experience working with their chapter, and I was even able to attend their
New Brother Initiation this past spring. Their chapter is unparalleled in enthusiasm for fun and fellowship
and was always more than willing to make a trip down to Pittsburgh to visit my chapter, Beta Kappa. It is
such a fascinating experience to observe how other chapters implement the traditions of Kappa Psi in their
own unique way, while still holding true to the key foundation and meaning behind them.
Unfortunately, I was unable to attend GCC this past summer in Washington, D.C., but I was ecstatic
to see my chapter, Beta Kappa, place in the top 10 chapters this year at number 8! There was incredible
effort and commitment behind that achievement, and I wish to inspire each chapter to review your Chapter
Progress Report and see where there are areas for improvement. Who knows where a small change can
make a huge impact!
As I am in my last year of pharmacy school, the stresses of rotations, Midyear, and interview season
are soon to creep up on me, but I will always be grateful that I ran for this position. Because of it, I have made
lasting friendships and have had incredible experiences that I would not have had otherwise. I am hoping to
pursue a healthy-system pharmacy administration residency, and I know my experience on Province
executive board will certainly help me in that pursuit.
All in all, I have been blessed with this opportunity to serve you as Province Secretary and am excited
to continue to be a part of the Mountain East Province community. Thrilled to see you all in October in
Baltimore!
Respectfully Submitted,
Nicole Farah
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TREASURER
MEP.TREASURER@GMAIL.COM
Hey Mountain East!
Things have been going well since we last met in
March. I happily graduated from West Virginia University
School of Pharmacy and have since moved to Asheville,
North Carolina where I am an acute care PGY-1 resident at
Mission Hospital! It is a pretty awesome city, and I am very
lucky to be here.
This summer, I have been keeping the Mountain
East Province treasury in order and helping other officers
with individual projects and events. I am happy to say that
MEP now has our own set of regalia thanks to the fundraising efforts of Alex Castracane. Another task was
to make sure every chapter of MEP was up-to-date on their tax filings. It is always important to stay current
with this process so chapters do not lose their tax-exempt status as a non-profit organization. I also have
been in touch with the GCD of Beta Eta about starting to identify brothers who would be interested in initiating
the processes of reinstating the WV Grad Chapter. It is a tough task, but something I hope can be
accomplished in the upcoming year. Lastly, I am currently brainstorming ideas for one last fundraiser for the
province, so please if any brother has ideas of items/events that you would like seen done, please do not
hesitate to reach out!
I have really enjoyed acting as Treasurer this term. I have been lucky enough to visit Zeta Kappa in
Huntington, WV as their chapter liaison and that was a lot of fun! Also, I attended a Northeast Province
meeting in Brooklyn, and it was a great experience seeing another province assembly and the events they
held. Time has surely flown by since being elected, and I am sad my time as Treasurer is coming to a close,
but it has been a true honor to represent this amazing Province. I believe I have grown as a brother and a
pharmacy professional thanks to this position. Thank you to everyone for your constant support!
As always, I am proud to be your brother!
Matt Whiteman
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CHAPLAIN
MEP.CHAPLAIN@GMAIL.COM
Hello Mountain East,
Being elected as MEP chaplain was a great honor.
My 3 goals as MEP Chaplain were to raise money to buy
province their own set of regalia, increase graduate
involvement and communication, and work directly with
the Philanthropy Chair to help plan the philanthropy event
at the province assemblies. We had a fleece fundraiser and
raised the money to buy the Province their own set of
regalia which I just received in the mail. This upcoming
province assembly will be the first assembly we will not
have to borrow regalia from another chapter since we now
have our own set. I am currently working on my second goal of increasing graduate chapter involvement and
communication by emailing all the graduate chapters’ Chaplains and asking them for any advice they may
have for me. In addition, I worked with Stefan (the current Philanthropy Chair) last province assembly to plan
the philanthropy event. With the Province Planning about to begin, I will continue to do this as well.
This May, I graduated from West Virginia University School of Pharmacy and moved to St. Louis to
live with my high school sweetheart and finally not be in a long-distance relationship. I accepted a Pharmacy
Manager position with Kroger Pharmacy who I interned with throughout pharmacy school and absolutely love
my job. Lucky for me, Kappa Psi has a graduate chapter in my new city and I plan to join. Unfortunately, with
my big move and new job, I was a bit too busy to attend GCC, but I am looking forward to getting more
involved in the grad chapter here and attending more provinces this fall.
Respectfully Submitted,
Alex Castracane
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HISTORIAN
MEP.HISTORIAN@GMAIL.COM
Hello Brothers,
As your MEP Historian, the projects I was involved
in this past year include the MEP Instagram Takeover,
Historian Check-In, Fall Province Social Media Campaign,
and the MEP Chapters Rush Events Highlights.
After I was elected, I knew this would be a
rewarding experience, but it has been even better than
what I could have imagined. I enjoy working with such a
dynamic team, learning more about the organization,
coming up with new ideas to propel MEP forward, and being
challenged with new tasks. I now feel a closer connection
to Kappa Psi and Brothers across the Province.
I am excited for Fall Assembly because I get to see my fellow executive board members in person
again, and Brothers from all the other chapters. I can't wait to capture all the exciting moments that happen
throughout the assembly, and the chapter photos. The chapter photos may seem like a simple picture, but
they really capture chapter history and the essence of that particular assembly. I love how each assembly
host brings a unique feel to the chapter photos.
Respectfully Submitted,
Ashley Dike
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PARLIAMENTARIAN
MEP.PARLIAMENTARIAN@GMAIL.COM
Hello Brothers,
My name is Josh Cox, and I am your current
Parliamentarian. So far, I have been working on a couple of
projects to pass around to each chapter. One of the projects is
a very informal how to guide for reviewing chapter by-laws. I
believe it will help any new members who are not very familiar
with the process get the hang of it. The other project I have been
working on is compiling a “cheat sheet” for Robert’s Rules of
Order which will also serve to help anyone needing to brush up
on some of the lingo or if you struggle to remember some of the
Orders. Since being elected to my position, I have given a webinar and served as the chair for the legislative
committee.
My position has definitely helped me grow personally and professionally. It has helped me grasp a
better understanding of how a business meeting should be run. As for Province this fall, I’m very excited to
visit Baltimore and spend time with all of my wonderful brothers.
PTBYB,
Josh Cox
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WEBMASTER
MEP.WEBMASTER1@GMAIL.COM
Hello Mountain East,
As your MEP Webmaster, the projects that I am
involved in include keeping information up to date on our
MEP website, attempting to make a collaboration forum for
chapter Regents to share ideas and have general
discussions with each other, and developing the Province
Assembly meeting page.
I have really enjoyed my role as Province
Webmaster, and I am very thankful to have had the opportunity to serve for two terms!
Over the summer, I had a wonderful week in Washington D.C. for GCC. There is nothing better than
spending a week with Brothers from across the country! I am also looking forward to attending a Charleston
RiverDogs baseball game and cookout with Iota and Charleston Grad chapters!
This fall, I will be attending my very first Southeast Province Assembly in Savannah, GA, and I am very
excited. I am also thankful to be able to attend my 8th Mountain East Province Assembly in Baltimore, MD.
After graduating in May, I moved to Charleston, SC, and I’m currently working on getting licensed
here. I can't wait to see all y’all in Maryland!
Respectfully Submitted,
Matt Calamia
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IMMEDIATE PAST
SATRAP
MEP.PASTSATRAP@GMAIL.COM

Hello Brothers of Mountain East Province!
After the whirlwind of being Satrap, it’s great to take
on a more relaxed role and be able to focus solely on just
one project. My main project that I’m working on is
coordinating and directing the pilot MEP Leadership
Development Series program. It’s an interactive leadership
development program for Brothers where we get together to discuss pertinent leadership topics each month
and learn from each other. Shout out to all of the amazing program participants – you rock!
I was fortunate enough to be able to attend GCC this summer in DC! It was one of the most tiring
weeks/conferences of my life but getting to hang out with Brothers that I haven’t seen in far too long made
it all worth it. Thank you to Beta Kappa for nominating me for the 2019 GCD Awards! Being your GCD over
the last year has been such a privilege, and the reason that I won the Grand Council Deputy Outstanding
Achievement Award is all because of you! You motivate me every single day to be a better version of myself.
I love you, Beta Kappa!
I’m really excited for the upcoming province meeting in Baltimore! Sigma did an amazing job last time
they hosted, and I can’t wait to see what they have up their sleeves for us this time around.
Respectfully Submitted,
Karen Hoang
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SUPERVISOR
TOLARSON10@GMAIL.COM

Hello members of the Mountain East Province,
My name is Todd Larson, and I will be your
Supervisor for the next two years. I am excited to be
working with everyone and can’t wait to see what the
Mountain bEast is all about! I can’t wait to meet everyone
in Baltimore in a few short weeks.
A little information about myself. I was born and
raised in Los Angeles, CA. I am a 2012 initiate of Iota
chapter at the Medical University of South Carolina in
Charleston, SC. Upon graduation I did my PGY-1 resident at
Montefiore Medical Center in Bronx, NY and did my PGY-2
in solid organ transplant at the University of Utah. Currently, I am clinical pharmacy specialist in solid organ
transplant at Henry Ford Hospital in Detroit, MI. Previously, I have held the positions of Vice Satrap and
Chaplain in South East Province, held several international committee positions, and I am currently the Vice
Regent of Central Michigan Grad.
PTBYB,
Todd Larson
Mountain East Province Supervisor
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ASSISTANT
SUPERVISOR
BECCA.CHEMIE@GMAIL.COM
Hello,
My name is Becca Mousseau, and I am looking forward to
serving as Assistant Supervisor for Mountain East Province
for the 2019-2021 term! I know I have enormous shoes to
fill since Jenny Donaldson was your last Assistant Supervisor,
but I will try my best and am truly excited!
I am a Chi initiate (Chicago) and served as Recording Secretary and Corresponding Secretary for the
chapter as a collegiate. I served a total of 4 years on the Mid-America Province Executive Committee,
including Secretary and Satrap. I love Kappa Psi’s emphasis on Philanthropy and Fellowship and am
especially looking forward to MEP’s graduate-collegiate mentorship luncheon! What a great idea!
It’s hard to pick one favorite moment from Kappa Psi, since it has become such an integral part of
my life. GCCs and province assemblies, including MAP and other provinces, are jam-packed with incredible
memories. Something that emphasized to me how important my Kappa Psi Brothers are to me is the way in
my Brothers supported me when I needed to go through breast cancer treatment, and the way they’ve
continued to cheer me on now that I am a survivor. It’s a pleasure to serve the Fraternity that has brought
these incredible Brothers into my life! I am looking forward to meeting you all in Baltimore at my very first
MEP Assembly!
Respectfully Submitted,
Becca Mousseau
Mountain East Province Assistant Supervisor
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SIGMA
University of Maryland ♦ Baltimore, MD

Newly graduated Sigma Brothers Michelle
Kim, Jiwon Lee, and Sarah Ro steal a
picture with Barbara Bush after
commencement in Plaza Park, Baltimore

The Sigma chapter holds their first e-board
retreat of the year at Regent Jennifer
Gaquin’s home in Canton, Baltimore

Several Sigma Brothers join Jia Gao,
initiate of the Beta Kappa chapter, for a
bowl of Poke in Washington D.C.

Brothers from different chapters of Kappa
Psi network at the 59th GCC in
Washington D.C.
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SIGMA
University of Maryland ♦ Baltimore, MD

Sigma Brothers Yoon Na Choi, Brian Lee, and
Jasmine Lee volunteer for Kappa Psi at the
Baltimore Raven’s game in Baltimore, MD

Nick Tran from the Zeta Lambda chapter
poses for a photo with Brothers Jenn Vuong,
Karen Huang, and Amy Bao of the Sigma
Chapter at the 59th GCC conference
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BETA ETA
West Virginia University ♦ Morgantown, WV

Beta Eta’s new Executive Officer Board for 2019-2020

Beta Eta enjoying a winning baseball game by the Pittsburgh Pirates
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BETA ETA
West Virginia University ♦ Morgantown, WV

Brothers of Beta Eta selling Kappa Psi gear at the 59th GCC in
Washington D.C.

Brothers of Beta Eta having fun exploring all of what Washington D.C.
has to offer
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BETA KAPPA
University of Pittsburgh ♦ Pittsburgh, PA

Brothers Mike Mast, Thai Nguyen, Jaehee Cho, and GCD Karen
Hoang spending the day at the local cat café

Brothers of Beta Kappa and friends posing in front of the Thunderbolt sign at the
Kennywood amusement park
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BETA KAPPA
University of Pittsburgh ♦ Pittsburgh, PA

Brothers of Beta Kappa holding the 8th Best Collegiate
Chapter Award and GCD Karen Hoang holding the
Outstanding GCD Achievement Award at the 59th GCC

Brothers Kim Dao, Jaehee Cho, and Thai Nguyen presenting
their clinical research poster at the 59th GCC student poster
session
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DELTA EPSILON
Duquesne University ♦ Pittsburgh, PA

Secretary Maddie Watkins and Brother
Zachary Christoff representing Delta
Epsilon chapter at the 59th GCC

Executive Director Brother Johnny Porter and
Secretary Maddie Watkins at the 59th GCC

Brothers from the Delta Tau chapter and the Nevada Grad chapter making connections with our
brothers
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DELTA EPSILON
Duquesne University ♦ Pittsburgh, PA

Secretary Maddie Watkins and Brother
Zachary Christoff representing Delta Epsilon
chapter at the 59th GCC

Secretary Maddie Watkins and Brother
Zachary Christoff exploring Washington D.C.
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DELTA KAPPA
Howard University ♦ Washington D.C.

We would like to congratulate all of our Brothers of
Delta Kappa chapter who graduated in the Class of
2019 and wish them all the best in their careers as
they are now Doctors of Pharmacy
Pictured from left to right: Brother Ginika Ezeude,
Brother Brandy Welch, Brother
Nneka Soribe, Brother Chiemena Ohanele, Brother
Sarah Lynch, Brother Sommer Muckle, Brother
Morgan Merritt, Brother Erica ShepperdDebnam, and Brother Alana Diggs
Graduates not pictured: Brother Benjamin
Chukwurah, Brother Kayonda Bayo, Brother Ryan
Cheatham-Jackson, Brother Titilope Ajayi, and
Brother Fabian Omenankiti

Brother Nneka Okafor embarked upon
a wonderful learning opportunity as
she interned at Pfizer Pharmaceutical
Company this summer

Several Brothers had the pleasure of working in
different departments at the Korle Bu Teaching
Hospital in Accra, Ghana under the supervision of
Delta Kappa Alumnus, Earl Ettienne
Pictured: Top row: Brother Simisola Williams,
Brother Derrick Amenyedor, and Brother Casey
Walker | Bottom row: Brother Rukiya Umoja,
Brother Akua Osei, and Brother Zelma Daatu
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DELTA KAPPA
Howard University ♦ Washington D.C.

Brothers Stephanie Reid and Demilade
Oloye of Howard University and Brother
Clara Kang of the University of Maryland
celebrated their final week of the Safeway
Summer Internship by visiting the Stabler
Leadbeater Apothecary Museum in Old
Alexandria, VA

The Howard University Delta Kappa Chapter
is proud to have three of its members
obtain and successfully complete summer
internships at Janssen Pharmaceutical
Company of Johnson & Johnson.
Pictured from left to right: Brother
Dagmawit Betru, Brother Ashley Dike, and
Brother David Shelton
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DELTA XI
Shenandoah University ♦ Winchester, VA

Brothers of Delta Xi chapter spending quality time together at a social
event held at the Barrel Oak Winery in Delaplane, VA

Congratulations to the Brothers in the Delta Xi chapter for getting
initiated into Phi Lambda Sigma
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DELTA XI
Shenandoah University ♦ Winchester, VA

Congratulations to the Brothers in the Delta Xi chapter for getting
initiated into Rho Chi

Nothing but smiles as the Brothers of Delta Xi chapter spend time
bonding together
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EPSILON NU
University of Maryland – Eastern Shore ♦ Princess Ann, MD

Epsilon Nu chapter hands out handwritten notes to
the P1 class on their first week of school

Brothers reunite at the 59th GCC
and it feels so good!

Dinner with Brothers at the 59th GCC
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EPSILON NU
University of Maryland – Eastern Shore ♦ Princess Ann, MD

Brother Chai Wang comes to UMES to give a talk with Kappa Psi,
Epsilon Nu chapter. He discussed ways we are making a
difference, how to be more involved as well as making an impact

Brothers of Epsilon Nu chapter spend time together for a summer
rush event near the pool
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EPSILON OMICRON
D’Youville College ♦ Buffalo, NY

Epsilon Omicron Pledge Educator Emily Fayad
welcomes the newest brothers to Epsilon Omicron.
The Iota Class of 2022 is excited to start their
professional careers as a member of this
prestigious fraternity

Brothers Madison Mortimer and Nadia
Shairi volunteer at the annual
Scholarship and Charity Alumni Gold
Tournament

D’Youville College School of Pharmacy Kappa Psi
Epsilon Omicron Zeta Class of 2019
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EPSILON OMICRON
D’Youville College ♦ Buffalo, NY

Kappa Psi Epsilon Omicron have a Bro-BQ with a rushee! Brothers Stephan
Olson, Breonna Robinson, Dupinder Dhaliwal, Natali Ninova, William
Doggett, and Sydney Blatner enjoy some cookout food while welcoming the
new incoming students to pharmacy school!

Congratulations to the newlywed Brothers of Kappa Psi: Liz Riegle and
Travis Taylor. Kappa Psi Epsilon Omicron celebrates the marriage of the
two brothers #kappilyeverafter
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ZETA KAPPA
Marshall University ♦ Huntington, WV

Brothers of Zeta Kappa chapters had a doggone
good time collecting treats and toys for the puppies
at the Cabell County Animal Shelter

Kappa Psi Brothers taking a selfie
at March of Dimes

Zeta Kappa chapter Brothers finding themselves in
The Lost Huntington Escape Room
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ZETA KAPPA
Marshall University ♦ Huntington, WV

Zeta Kappa chapter Brothers pose for a Marshall Monday group photo

Brothers of Zeta Kappa chapter making their voices heard at Pharmacist’s
Day at the capital
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GRADUATE HIGHLIGHTS

Buffalo Grad Brothers at a Red Wings game in Rochester, NY featuring
Brothers Angela Nagel, Greg Gotie, Eugeny Rosenblyum, and Matt Sciara

Buffalo Grad Brother Matt Sciara, Ada Grad Brother Radar Van Dyke and
Pittsburgh Grad Brother Liz Van Dyke at a Pittsburgh Pirates Game
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GRADUATE HIGHLIGHTS

GCD Dr. Max Schmidt with the Epsilon Omicron chapter at their
first rush event at Dobson Field

Buffalo Grad Brothers Stephanie Brian, John Pietkiewicz, Matt
Calamia, and Wes Miller and Epsilon Omicron Brother Reagan
Weaver spending time together at the 59th GCC
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GRADUATE HIGHLIGHTS

Several members of the District of Columbia Graduate chapter
and of the Delta Kappa chapter got together over the summer
for a social happy hour event

District of Columbia Grad Brothers sharing wisdom during the
Delta Kappa chapter retreat
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GRADUATE HIGHLIGHTS

District of Columbia Grad Brothers enjoying
social time at a Baltimore Orioles baseball
game

District of Columbia Grad Brothers
participating in the Kappa Psi Foundation
Virtual 5K Run/Walk at Howard University

District of Columbia Grad Brothers in
attendance at the 59th GCC
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GRADUATE HIGHLIGHTS

Pittsburgh Grad Brothers hosting a Mac ‘n Cheese-themed meeting

Pittsburgh Grad Regent Trisha Miller with the Top Performing Chapter Award
at the 59th GCC
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GRADUATE HIGHLIGHTS

Beta Kappa initiates pose for a photo together at the 59th GCC

Pittsburgh Grad Brother Karen Hoang won the Grand Council Deputy
Outstanding Achievement Award at the 59th GCC
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GRADUATE HIGHLIGHTS

Brothers Dana Fasanella and Ryan Fillis
representing Maryland Eastern Shore Grad
chapter at the 59th GCC

Brothers Stephanie Davis, Dana
Fasanella, Sophia Park, and Patrick
Dougherty exploring Washington D.C.

Maryland Grad and Sigma chapters spending
time together over lunch during the 59th GCC
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Early Registration Prices (until September 9th):
• Collegiates: $70
• Graduates: $75
Learn more here: https://kysigma.wixsite.com/mepprovincefall2019
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CONTACT
Thank you for reading through the summer edition of the
MEP Newsletter! If you have any feedback or suggestions
for future editions of the newsletter, please contact the
Newsletter Committee Chair, Kim Dao, at
KIM.DAO@PITT.EDU.

PTBYB,
The MEP Newsletter Committee
Stefan Ade, Kim Dao, Sara Lyons, Caitlin Corker Relph

Follow Mountain East Province at:
Facebook: Kappa Psi Mountain East Province
Instagram: kappapsimep
Website: www.kappapsimep.com
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